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WHEAT VARIETIES RECOMMENDED FOR 1968
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THE wheat varieties Falcon and Gamenya are the only varieties recommended by the State Wheat Advisory Committee for sowing in 1968.

FALCON is recommended for May sowings in the coastal strip in the northern wheatbelt and generally in the medium rainfall areas and for May to early June sowings in the wetter areas. It is not recommended in areas which receive less than about 13 in. annual rainfall because in these areas it does not yield as well as Gamenya even if planted early.

The early maturing GAMENYA is recommended for sowing in all areas. May and June sowings are suggested in the northern and eastern wheatbelt. June and early July sowings are suggested in the wetter areas. Gamenya is resistant to the prevalent strain of rust.

Approximate dates to start sowing Gamenya instead of Falcon in different areas are shown in the map.

In making its recommendations the Committee considered the results from 35 variety trials carried out by the Department of Agriculture in the 1966-67 season. These showed that Gamenya was generally the highest yielding wheat variety. In the high rainfall areas of the central and southern wheatbelt it was outyielded by Falcon only in May sowings.

Four other wheats gave good results in specific areas during 1966 but their general performance was not good enough for them to be placed on the recommended list. These varieties are—

GABO—for May sowing in the northern wheatbelt.

KONDUT—for May sowing in the West Midlands, as farmer experience suggests better bushel weight than other varieties in this area.

RAVEN—for early May sowing along the south coast.

MENGAVI—for late sowing in the northern and south-eastern areas because of its rust resistance.

Details of the variety trials on which the Committee's recommendations are based were published in the September issue of the Journal of Agriculture.
Moves grain FASTEST!

TRANSMATIC GRAIN AUGER

OUTPUT UP TO 60 TONS
PER HOUR AT 45°
ON 7” AUGER

Never before have you seen auger capacities like this! 60 tons per hour at 45°, 68 tons per hour at 15°. The secret is the new Transmatic Drive (Aust. Patent app. No. 4725/66), which does away with the need for a long drive shaft. Power unit is mounted near the point of balance, with the short pick-up auger being separate from the longer delivery section. The two augers are interconnected by a short lay-shaft and grain passes from one to the other via a transfer box.

FEATURES INCLUDE:
- dispenses with the old internal type gears, rods and lines, leaving the flighting free to do the job...
- no cracking of grain...
- suitable for engine or electric drive...
- wheeled undercarriage is of a new type with telescopic front arm...
- angle of elevation and delivery height controlled by winch...
- available in 21’, 28’, 35’, and 42’ lengths

M.V. MAYRATH 17 TRUCK LOADER
Available in 4½” and 7” dia. Output is 40 Bushels per minute, far greater than that of ordinary augers. Special cradle ensures constant levelling of 4-stroke engine... constant belt tension at any angle. Can be handled with ease by one operator. Why not contact us to arrange a demonstration on your property.

Enquire about AGRA DUST premium grade Malathion Powder for weevil protection... and DRISAN the original mercurial seed dressing.

W.A. Distributors:
BARROW LINTON
70 GREAT EASTERN HIGHWAY,
VICTORIA PARK - 614744

To BARROW LINTON PTY LTD, P.O. Box 100, Victoria Park, 6100.
Please send further details of Mayrath Transmatic GRAIN AUGERS.
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Service and Satisfaction Guaranteed

FANS: from $...
AIRCONDITIONER: including Trolley...
DEEP FREEZE: 6 cu. ft. chest-type...
REFRIGERATORS: 12 cu. ft. automatic...
10 cu. ft. with any s/unit frig....
14 cu. ft. automatic...
15 cu. ft., 2 door, 2 temp...
WASHING MACHINES: Twin Tub, popular brand...
Auto., 2 speed, heater, 2 cycle...
TV & STEREO: 25" top brand TV...
Stereo, dual wave...
Other stereograms from...
HOT WATER SYSTEMS: 40 gallon oil-fired, only...
STOVES: all types, models Gas Cooker, the most modern...
MOWERS: 2 or 4 st. Rotary, top manufacturer...
14" reel type, leading make...
SEWING MACHINE: deluxe s/auto...
Sgl. Bedroom Suite with Divan Wire & Mattress, to paint or polish...
Quality 4" 6" Divan with matching innerspring mattress...
BARBECUES from $...
PORTABLE METAL COOLERS...
PORTABLE 2-BURNER GAS COOKERS...
XMAS TREES, from...
UP TO $1.00 Large Dinky Toys...
Crash Truck...
Mixmasters...
Washing Machines...
UP TO $2.00 Waterproof Beach Bags...
727 Jet...
Make-it yourself kits, from...
Sewing Boxes...
UP TO $3.00 Ezybits...
Penny Brite Dolls...
Tea Sets...
Picnic Sets...
UP TO $4.00 Amphibious Car...
Cricket Bats...
Rapid Fire Tank...
UP TO $5.00 18" Panda...
18" Bears...
White & Black or col’rd. Bears...
Ford Thunderbirds...
ALSO: Swimming Pools, from...
Twin Swings...
FREE measure and quote on Awnings, Insect Screens, Blinds, Airconditioning, Floor Coverings

Take advantage of our Lay-by Scheme

LARGE RANGE OF TOYS — OTHER GIFTS — LAYBY NOW FOR XMAS ALSO — YOUNG COUPLES: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SPECIAL PRICES NOW & LAYBY THE NECESSARY REQUIREMENTS FOR SETTING-UP YOUR NEW HOME OR FLAT.

443 Albany H'way, VICTORIA PARK 25 Sutherland Street, WEST PERTH 6 6244 28 5331
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